
As the largest price comparison site in Southeast Asia, iPrice allows 

consumers to compare over 500 million SKUs, across 1,300 online 

stores, to find the product that is right for them. iPrice operates across 

seven regions in Southeast Asia, providing tailored offers and products 

to consumers. Their website receives an average of 10M visitors per 

month. In January 2017, iPrice started working with brands on 

Partnerize, and has already driven more than $3M in revenue for the 

brands it works with.

PARTNER SUCCESS STORY

With Partnerize, iPrice has direct access to the brands it works with. 

Combined with iPrice’s tech-first targeting capabilities, this has allowed 

them to drive significant growth for our shared clients, by offering the 

right products to the right customers. This has resulted in iPrice

increasing Average Order Value by 14% YOY.
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“Through the partnership between iPrice and Partnerize, some of the world’s largest brands are 

getting access to Southeast Asia’s consumer base at scale. Partnerize’s technology has allowed 

iPrice to drive more sales for the advertisers we work with and their Strategic Partnerships 

Director has helped us to get the most from the platform. ”

Rishabh Shukla, Head of Account Management, iPrice



The iPrice team take two approaches to data. Firstly, they utilise the 

Partnerize API to automatically pull granular data into their BI tool 

every 24 hours. This means they can specifically segment their 

messaging to drive the right types of customers to the right brands, as 

well as cross-sell and up-sell products. 

Their data-first approach speaks for itself: 

iPrice have seen a 56% increase in sales YoY. 

Secondly, they utilise this rich data set to produce market-leading 

research across ecommerce trends in Southeast Asia. This is 

fundamental to the success of their SEO strategy, ultimately allowing 

them to attract more customers and drive more GMV for the 

advertisers they work with.

Working with Partnerize has allowed iPrice to develop transparent and 

direct relationships with the brands it works with. This means they can 

focus on setting specific goals with advertisers to ensure they are helping 

these brands to achieve their objectives. This is supported by the 

Partnerize APAC team, with a dedicated Strategic Partnerships Director 

who works with iPrice to achieve growth.
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Partnerize helps the world's leading brands build powerful business partnerships that drive extraordinary business growth. The 

Partnerize Partner Management Platform (PMP) is an end-to-end, SaaS-based solution for forming, managing, analyzing, and 

predicting the future results of partner marketing programs using artificial intelligence. Hundreds of the world's largest brands 

leverage our real-time technology to manage more than $6B in partner programs and financial exchanges across 214+ countries 

and territories worldwide. To learn more about Partnerize and partner marketing, visit partnerize.com
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